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Spring 2013

EDITORIAL & INDEX

Welcome to the Spring 2013 edition of Rough Running News!
I enjoy the Winter training runs, but I always look forward to those
wonderful evenings later on in March when you turn up armed with a
head torch, only to realise that you don’t actually need it, and the runs at
this time of year can feel quite magical. We should continue to count our
blessings.
This is certainly something that TACH member Jim Plunkett-Cole is doing;
his amazing personal challenge to run 10K every single day of the year is
impressive (See p. 13). Even if it were practical (for many with inflexible
commitments), I wonder how many of us could be this single-minded.
Also, Read about the recent changes to our club affiliation, the 12th Night
Dinner; who won what, and our first TACH organised race of the year the Moorland Multi-Terrain. Plus Nailsea runner Nina Killick has shared her
very interesting article, ‘Re-learning to run’. Plus the usual catch-up from
Facebook, and all the race news and reports.
Thank-you so much to all who contributed to this issue, please keep
sending me your race reports, news and articles.
Happy Spring!
Jayne King
Editor
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NEWS UPDATE
TACH Committee Meeting: Wednesday 28th November 2012
Inn on the Green, Horfield, Bristol.
Membership
About 44 have renewed so far (about 10 have joined since April so won't be expected to renew
again this year). We now have 84 members.
Training Runs
Our run meisters, Graham and Cindy are always looking for volunteers to lead training runs. If
you feel you are able to do do one, please get in touch: cindy.crossland@sky.com and
graham@soya.demon.co.uk They have requested volunteers to lead some shorter runs also on a
Thursday, so if you have never lead one before, this could be a good start. See P.... for the

currently scheduled Thursday runs.
Don’t forget Chris Bloor’s Tuesday night runs of approximately 5km with hill rep options.
These sessions are suitable for all abilities. Sessions start at 7:30pm from the
The Greenway Centre, Doncaster Road, Southmead BS10 5PY
Kit Chat - what's in and what's out for the TACH Runner by Cathy Fagg
Wearing TACH kit is the easiest way to get championship points. You can even get points for
sitting in the pub. So here's the run down on all our kit.
Vests
I have vests in stock for medium and large male runners at £13 each. There are even some old
style vests - a bargain at £3 each for the retro-runner. There are more vests on order so soon I'll
have some small male sizes and a wide range of women's sizes. However prices have gone up and
the new vests will cost £14.20.
We've changed manufacturer in order to get the sleeved vests. Hopefully the new fabric will be
more comfortable for the blokes.
Vests with sleeves
I've just placed an order for some short-sleeved and long-sleeved vests in the TACH colours. The
cut is unisex, but the fabric is very breathable with low moisture retention, and has a bit of give
so it looks good. They are due in with the new vests in early April, and will cost £17.25 for the
short-sleeved vest and £18.30 for the long-sleeved. I'll let everyone know when they are in.
Hoodies
Hoodies are great after a run, even in summer. I order them on request from a local firm who
offer a wide range of fabric and print colours. There are separate male and female cuts in zipped
and pullover styles. They cost £24 and take a week or so to come through, then Mark Vogan
kindly picks them up and brings them in on a Thursday night. If you want to order a hoody, ask
me for the catalogue.
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Torches
We have no torches. Alpkit, the manufacturers have no torches. Soon we'll have the big torch in the
sky to guide us on our runs. I'll keep an eye on Alpkit's website and order some more for autumn.
T-shirts
I have medium female T shirts and large male T shirts, at £7.50 each. I'm wondering whether to
reorder, so tell me if you'd like one even if I don't have your size in stock so that I have some idea of
demand.
Finally I have 3 Cotswold Relay 2010 cotton T-shirts going free. You know you want one! Seriously, if
I still have them on 1st April, they're going in the recycling box.
Buying kit
I don't always carry the kit and the hoody catalogue so do text or email me if you want me to bring
anything along on a Thursday night.
Mob: 07952 203 618
Email: catherinefagg@hotmail.com
Social events
The 12th Night Dinner was a huge success. Andy, our Social Secretary is hoping to
organise some more social events this year, possibly involving some camping.

EGM – 3rd January
Following yet another one of Turtle’s interesting treasure hunts (see below), an EGM was held at
the Three Tuns. This was as a result of the Committees’ proposed to cancel our affiliation with
England Athletics and join the Association of Running Clubs. The cost of individual membership
had risen dramatically and so it was unanimously agreed, that when our membership of England
Athletics expires this Spring, individuals will become members of the Association of Running
Clubs instead. It was agreed that, for a small fee, we have club only affiliation with EA, then
individuals can then choose whether to get individual affiliation.

Treasure hunt results:

1st equal on 16 points:
Jonathan Gledson and Alex Foster;
Luke Taylor and Ian Ruck.
Andy Fagg - “Good fun. Thanks Ant!”
Mark Vogan - “Well done Turtle. Well planned event and good fun too.”
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The first major change, which most of you will be well aware of, is that the
championship is now online. This has allowed members to update their points at
their leisure and also allowed members to see their standings on a week by week
basis. While it has taken a little while for members to get used to using the new
online method the general consensus regarding this new approach has been
positive.
The second change, while not really a change in itself, is that I have tried to make
the online race diary as extensive as possible, to give TACH member a
comprehensive list of races throughout the year. This allows those who want to
race, a good overview of what races are happening locally, and allow them to see
what races contribute to their championship points.
Into 2013
The major drive this year is to get more members participating in the club
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The logo above says it all.......
The one thing I will be putting in place this year is a new online form that will allow
members to submit their race results. This will simply be a case of filling in the
appropriate test field and clicking submit. This will allow the club to keep record of
race results in one place and also make life a little easier for the RRN editor to
collate race results for the RRN. There will be an announcement in the weekly mail
shortly.
There had been talk about the possibility of changing the championship rules for
the coming year to try and simplify the point process, while this seemed a good
idea in theory, in practice it's very difficult to change them, yet retain the
inclusiveness of the current method of tallying up points. After all, the very thing
that make the championship so good is that anybody has the potential to win, it
rewards both consistency and individual achievements. This does not mean that
things will never change, but it will require some additional thought.
Well that's about it from me, if you have any ideas for the championship, race diary
or anything else then let me know.
Cheers
Alex
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12TH NIGHT DINNER, CHURCH HOUSE,LONG ASHTON,
5TH JANUARY
We held our annual 12th
Night Dinner on Saturday
5th January at Church
House In Long Ashton.
This was a fabulous
evening enjoyed by all
who attended. Our new
Social Secretary, Andy
had the idea of hosting
this event at a venue
where we would have all
the space we need to
accommodate so many
club members; this
turned out to be a great
success.

more energetically
than others!
After our food, we
had a quiz which
was won by team
‘Us’ who were
namely: Turtle, Jan,
Ian, Ruth and
Jonathan; well
done!

The meal was
followed by
prizegiving. Our
very deserving Club
Champion this year was
Chris Smart, who
amassed a huge number
Church House is a
of points through his
stunning large hall with extraordinary endurance
catering facilities. Our
races and regular
delicious meal was
leading of and attending
provided by Chris
of training runs. Pictured
Smart’s wife Liz, and the above, receiving the
music was also provided trophy.
by Chris, which got
everyone dancing - some
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Green Man Trophy
Marathon place
draw:
The names of the
lucky winners
drawn were Clare
Rees and Natasha
Breen. Good luck
to you both!

The Green Man Trophy is
presented at the Twelfth
Night Dinner to the
TACH member who, in
the opinion of other
members, has made the
most significant
contribution to TACH in
the past year. This
year, it went to Race
Director, Tilly Shaw.
Congratulations and well
deserved! Tilly was
unable to attend the
dinner due to illness, but
made it out to help
decorate the hall during
the day. This is one of
her Green Man wreaths.

Championship Prize Draw
This was a weighted
draw, so more points
meant more entries. And
the lucky winner was
Helen King (last years’
Club Champion). Here is
Alex and glamorous
assistant picking the
winning ticket.
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Tilly receives the Trophy
at the King William in
Hallen following her
training run.

RACE REPORTS

hearted anticipated the
conditions because the
number competing shrank
from 206 in 2012 to 136
this year.

M.M.T.

Moorland Multi-Terrain
Race 3rd February 2013

After a briefing by Anthony
Clark we were off. By the
time we had done the first
loop around the paddocks
By David Giles
and experienced the first
slips and slides, the field
Starting and finishing at
the Avon Riding Centre for was already strung out.
The back runners might
the Disabled, the MMT is
run as a fundraiser for the have had a brief glimpse of
the front runners as they
charity’s excellent work.
went down the first hill and
The race description
indicated that the choice of into the reed beds but after
shoes would be ‘interesting’ that, because the course is
flat and winding for the
and it was. Mud ruled the
next 4 miles, they could
day. From the instant we
left the tarmac at the start only see a few people in
front of them –
it was clear that the race
disappearing into the
was going to be wet and
distance maybe – and
slippery. Those without
sense and sometimes hear
mud shoes were clearly at
the people behind them.

a severe disadvantage.
Perhaps some of the faint

Male suada
Quis! Dolor
Set Ipsum
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This year was definitely
the muddiest ever, as
was reflected in the finish
times, but it is always a
popular race - see results
table.
All proceeds which was
over £1,100, went to
support Avon Riding
Centre, a leading charity
dedicated to the provision
of riding tuition and
therapy to adults and
children with all kinds of
disability.
Most marshalls were
provided this year, by
Avon Riding Centre, but
some TACH members
were also needed; on the
finish line, sweeping and
just keeping an eye on
things as Freddie (above)
is doing here (for his
extra points).

M.M.T

After the relatively flat run
around the drains and
tracks of Avonmouth and
the delights of the M49 and
M5 it was a relief to leave
the tarmac in Hallen and
return to the fields. As they
passed under the railway
and over the style some of
the back runners were able
to see the front runners in
the far distance as they
climbed up the hill to the
finish. This proved the hill
too far for those with the
wrong choice of shoes.
Some had to resort to
crawling for part of the
journey. After the finish,
the hosing down offered by
one of the grooms was
gratefully accepted.

time faster than that and
the winner clocked 38.39
minutes. TACH only had 11
runners because many
were involved with the
organization of the run.
Special mention should be
made of Roger Trubridge
who won the M 60+
category in 48.55 minutes,
Liz Noakes who was second
in the F 50-59 category in
56.35 minutes and Rachel
Foyle who was second in
the F 25-39 category in
53.26 minutes.

Thanks to all involved from
TACH and the Avon Riding
Centre for the Disabled
who were responsible for
the excellent
organization.of this run. It
The winner was John Collier was for a good cause and
great fun! We need more
of Westbury Harriers who
runners next year.
finished in 44.29 minutes.
This gives an indication of
the difficult running
conditions. Last year there
were 13 finishers with a
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By Cathy Fagg

Relax, enjoy it! A slow runner's guide to the Gower Coastal Marathon
Why do it?
It's the Gower. Every step was spectacular and the terrain constantly varied: the ups and downs of
the coast path to the packed hard sand of Rhossilli Bay, up and over Rhossilli Down, to turn inland
and run through fields, woods and open moor along a dragon's back of hills to King Arthur's Seat,
then down and across the sands of Oxwich Bay before woods and the final, never-ending stretch of
coast path.
What was the weather like?
It was November. As we travelled down the night before, it rained like it only rains in Wales. It was
wetter than wet, driven hard by a fierce westerly wind. The day itself was cold, bright and breezy.
Great when we set off with the wind behind us but as we turned west to go home, we were slapped
in the face by the Atlantic Ocean. The night's rain
made the course was treacherous and tiring underfoot. Many of the ultra runners stopped at the
marathon finish and a few marathoners did not finish.
How did I do?
I set off at a good steady pace and worked my way up Rhossilli Down chatting to a vegan runner
who recognised my TACH vest from doing the summer series. I lost concentration and slipped on
the way down, smacking my spine on the hardest rock in Wales. I walked a while to ease the pain
and considered pulling out. But there's nothing like the risk of loosing something to really want it. I
decided to forget about time and place and just run, focusing on relaxation, for as long as I enjoyed
it. I enjoyed it for 28.5 full miles.
Was it well-organised?
The sign-posting was faultless, the check-point marshals friendly. The village hall HQ was basic - no
showers and minimal snacks. And the race was very expensive. So I got a "free" technical T-shirt
but if I want a technical T shirt, I'll buy one that fits. And they should have been honest about the
distance.
What helped?
Running the course in training, including all the main hills and the last few miles
My new Omm smock
Chocolate-covered coffee beans for the last few miles.
The camaraderie of other runners - especially Chris Smart (set off for the ultra and did the
marathon) Alex (running second in the ultra when he sprained his knee) and Andy (who completed
the half-marathon).
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Dursley Dozen 10th
February
Heavy rain greeted the 446
runners who made it to the
start line, the race
having attracted a full 500
entries. The heavy rain over
the summer and the winters
deluges combined with
motocross and logging
meant that the course was
particularly challenging, with
mud up to the runners knees
as they descended to the
New Inn at Waterley Bottom,
and even the relatively
benign slopes up from the
New Inn were very slippery.
Here’s Patrick.

Slaughterford 9, 27th January
Four TACH members braved the cold, mud and hills. This is
one of the tougher races, and after all the snow and rain, it
was extremely wet and muddy. Jim Plunkett-Cole wasn’t able
to register, but ran anyway. Cathy Fagg and Sam Edwards ran
a great race.
Catherine Fagg
“ You were o! so fast Jim, I only saw you receding into the
[13]a river that
distance. It was a spectacular day - big blue skies,
had burst its banks and an abundance of mud.”

365 DAY CHALLENGE - BY JIM PLUNKETT-COLE

I first had the idea of running at least
10K a day for 2013 with the dog in
around Spring 2012 I think, maybe the
Summer.! Being a bit lazy, I wanted to
set myself a challenge which would give
me reason to run with no excuses, but
which was also achievable, yet where
the odds were certainly against you.! I
was also inspired / motivated by the
need to satisfy my personal curiousity
as to what it would be like to take on
something like this. ! I guess the third
and final motivational factor was simply
to see more of the great outdoors with
the dog.
So I mentioned it to a few of my
"friends#.! The reaction was not exactly
supportive!! A few even laughed / balked
at the suggestion. Which really pissed
me off actually. I was pissed off because
they were not suggesting that it wasn#t
achievable, but because they didn#t
think, that with my approach to things as
far as they could see, that I would try
hard enough to see it through. That
reaction made me angry, indignant, and
also terribly motivated.
So it gets to November and I#ve made a
few plans as to how it would work, and
what the "rules# would be for the
challenge. I set up a Facebook Page
and I promoted it to every run club with
which I had a connection, inviting people to get on board and support us with a "like#. I chose the causes we
would support.! All chosen due to the work they had done for friends of mine. The FB invites met with limited
success and I was often tremendously disappointed in the general lack of interest.! But some did respond
positively, and those few early bird "likers#, remain terribly important to me.! It was also around this time that I
realised that there would be enormous pressure not to "let people down#.! So I asked a few! run friends if they
would be interested in joining me.! Several of these already had a plan for 2013 with their personal challenges
and declined gracefully.! However Neil Taylor, (NJT) not a TACH runner or club runner, but definitely a TACHtype runner and recent ace run partner, rose to the challenge.! He did, however, have a full-time job as an
employee, and also a young son and partner. Eventually, he applied to his partner for a "run visa# to do the
challenge.! This took some negotiation as you can imagine. But the visa was granted in early December.! I was
over the moon as me and NJT are very similar personalities, and both love our running, and a challenge.
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January is a long month. 31 days. The milestones are Day 1, the first week and the first month. But it#s the month
that really matters. Capitulating in the first month would be total failure in my mind. !
January involved many relatively quick and flat 10Ks on the cyclepath near my house.! Interspersed with off-road
runs, some in the eve, some in the snow, some with folk and the odd race (in me TACH vest obviously as they
were off-road).! Most runs are me and Alf running separately with NJT doing his on his own. !
The first thing I notice about this challenge is that I don#t have to think about running. There is no decision to
make.! You know you have to do it and there isn#t really any choice.! This is incredibly motivational in itself. The
other thing we notice quickly is how camaraderie can also go hand in hand with competitiveness between me and
NJT.! My average pace for the whole month of Jan was just 1s faster than NJT.! That got to him. In Feb he has
totally stepped up the pace, and will slaughter me on this measure in Feb. ! I learn about the importance of social
media, how to use it...what interests people...what doesn#t; how to appeal to strangers. I am constantly surprised
by people#s interest and generosity and ideas; also good knowledge. I notice how much data you produce by
running everyday, such as routes and times and other metrics and measures which appeal. Also good learning. I
see friends offer support with admin and management and belief; I am wholly inspired. What has started as a
personal challenge has become the beginning of something more...much more.! I am enjoying running more than
ever; the dog is too.
So January ends. We#ve done January. I#m excited. Me and NJT can post our whole month of Nike+ output on
FB...one single chart which shows a consistent 10K every day for the whole month. I take a look at the Nike
Running UK page to see if anyone else has this also.! I tremble as I scroll down.! I find a similar chart output and I
feel sick. I scrutinise...one fella has posted a chart which looks complete like ours...but it isn#t!! He has missed
three days and many of his runs are below 10K. The biggest sigh of relief ever. I post our charts on Nike Running
UK. Very few comment or support - I don#t care.! The main thing is that we appear to be alone in what we are
doing, on Nike+ tracking platform at least.!
At some point in Jan a friend has done me a poster.! But he#s also taken the initiative and developed the poster
as a postcard and a "business card#..the latter of which I can hand out to strangers as I run. It works a treat and
we get our first sponsorship from a lovely couple to whom I gave the card. I#m inspired. Totally inspired.!
Almost every day I#m inspired by one development or another. I still find the psychological pressure of failure very
hard to bare. At the one end of your mind is inspiration from folk, and at the other is fear. Today is Day 53, 22nd
Feb, and I sit here writing with a bag of frozen peas on a sore knee.! Most nights I#m sitting with a bag of peas
somewhere on me.!
Me and Alf have run on the cyclepath a lot, on mid-week evening headtorch TACH-type runs, on the Mendips, in
deepest Wiltshire, in races, in Cornwall.! We ran for a friend from the church as his grand mothers coffin was
being taken in and then laid to rest ...it was cold and snowing and we ran the footpaths around the area she had
lived all her life and in which she was finally buried. we didn#t know her. My friend thought it would be a nice
tribute. We were honoured to do it.! We ran during the wake of my uncle, as everyone mourned and celebrated
his life. We are hoping we might get to do a wedding or a varmitzvah at some point. OK that#s a
joke...ish...although saying that...someone we know is getting married this year...and I will be offering...
Ideas. Everyone I talk to about the challenge has an amazing idea. Hopefully we#ll get to realise some of these.!
But we are reluctant to build things up, just in case we fail. The rules are that we have to complete a 10K, each of
us, everyday, and for the whole year.! One 10K missed through injury or illness and it#s game over for that
individual or dog. And I know, that if that#s me, then the disappointment will be immense and my heart will no
longer be in this. I#ll do my best to support NJT, but I know my heart won#t be there. Whilst you can accuse me of
being selfish for that...I#m afraid that that is how I am built.! And I think NJT is the same. So we#re OK with it. If
NJT has to retire...I wouldn#t blame him for withdrawing his interest...and I hop
[15]

So to February and where we are now as I write. Day 53. A run over the hills to a little village to their
primary school. Our first "celebrity# moment.! A picture with the headmaster as they hand me my race
number...which is "365#. They have put up a poster which says "Local Celebrity Jim Plunkett-Cole is
running the Hemington 10K#...bless "em.! Whilst I find that totally and utterly embarrassing...i also
admire their lovely support and regard for what we are doing.! I have explained to them that our
motivations are personal rather than to "do good#...and they are cool with that....totally cool with that.
They want to promote the event to raise funds for their lovely little school...they are enthusiastic and
supportive beyond belief...and we will never, ever, say no to such spirit.
Folk say things like "what you#re doing is awesome#..."that#s amazing#..."you guys are so cool doing
that for charity#...but the reality is very different.! We#re doing it because we#re two fellas who like
running, who are middle-aged (well I am), and who need a personal challenge to feel they#ve "done
something# in their life.! The causes we are supporting will benefit and that is super.! But I am keen,
perhaps overly keen sometimes, to point out that the primary reason we do the challenge is personal,
rather than for the benefit of others.! Whilst that sounds awful, it is the truth. Yes, we want to raise as
much money as we can, but ultimately, we want to complete the challenge for ourselves. We are not
"selfless people#...we are not built like that.! I respect and admire selfless people, and many of our
supporters are such amazing folk, but we#re not like that...and it#s only fair that no one is under any
illusion.
We have many pics and other info on the Facebook page.! I don#t want to post pics here though, as I
would ask you to "like" the FB page so you can see them, or just get in touch directly if not on FB.! We
don#t say no.! !
I think the final thing I have to say in all of this is actually about TACH. I adore TACH. Alf adores
TACH. I#ve run for a few clubs in my time...Hull Springhead Harriers, Telford Harriers, Somer AC,
Frome Running Club.! But TACH has my heart.! The reasons? TACH has the right approach to
running. It#s little races! in Summer etc are the nicest friendliest beautiful.! The folk are lovely and
have always tolerated the need for me to bring the dog (...do the off-road...do it at night...reclaim the
countrside...with respect...from landowners (temporary guardians / stewards)...TACH has the right
spirit...so despite the fact I live so far from Bristol...and so long as the approach stays as is...then I#ll
remain a TACHer...and very proud to do the 10Kx365 challenge as a TACH runner. Off-road element
anyway...the few road-run races I do for Frome Running Club...but the challenge is done as a TACH
runner... a very proud TACH runner (and his TACH dog)
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Re-Learning to Run
By Nina Killick

the rear and one from the side.
The rear view showed a low
heel kick (weak hamstrings),
and twisting of the torso (arms
After yet another season spent crossing the centre line to the
sidelined because of injury, I
front and putting pressure on
thought I#d explore why I was
the lumbar spine, hence the
not able to make it through a
backache). From the side, the
season without calf tears,
cause of the Achilles ache and
Achilles tendonitis, and hip
sore knees was obvious.
pain. I#d read Born to Run
Although I was touching down
(even met the famous Caballo on my "toes#, they were way too
Blanco at a lecture at QEH)
far out in front of my body and
and Natural Running by Danny shock waves that a crash pad
Abshire (Newton Shoes),
under the heel would normally
looked into some of the
absorb, could not be absorbed
research and thought there
by the forefoot as it was in the
might be something in it. So I
wrong position to make use of
decided I would teach myself a the body#s ability to absorb the
new technique.
shock waves. In short, I had
maintained my heel-striking gait
I did drills, foot strengthening
but was putting my toes down
exercises and then went out for first, still creating that braking
a run. Twenty minutes was all I action that is so destructive.
was aiming for; I thought the
brain power needed to
Okay. Now that I know what is
concentrate for twenty minutes wrong, how do I fix it? The
of a new movement pattern
promise of becoming a more
would far exceed the energy
efficient runner in six weeks
burned running. Twelve
was enough to make me sign
minutes later and I#m hobbling up. On my first visit, my
back home. The calves were
"trainer# Amy, put me through a
screaming and the Achilles and grueling session on the
knees were far from happy. It#s treadmill for 30 minutes. But
a good thing I haven#t got stairs first, she broke down the
at home.
correct run action into its
component parts and we
A second attempt at a run a
worked through them one at a
week later had the same
time, over and over again.
results. What was going
Intervals are short and intense.
wrong? I decided to seek help. The Central Nervous System
Despite years of working in a
(CNS) is also included in this
running shop and being a
training, however, it tires after
qualified triathlon coach, I
15 -30 seconds. Once the
wasn#t prepared for what I was CNS is tired, form breaks down
about to learn. I made an
and the muscles are not
appointment with The Running learning anything new.
School to have my run
We then spent 20 minutes
technique shredded to
finding out where my functional
smithereens by their bioweaknesses were and going
mechanical experts. Two
through the exercises to help
videos were taken, one from
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strengthen to core, legs, and
most importantly, the glutes.
What I found to be most
beneficial was the immediate
feedback from Amy when I
started to falter. When I tried to
teach myself the new
technique, it felt fine. But that
was because I thought what I
was doing was right from the
start and it wasn#t because I
couldn#t see what I was doing.
A new technique will always
feel odd, even hard because
the new muscles are not yet
trained and it is easy to assume
that what you are doing is right
because it feels good.
I still wasn#t satisfied though; I
want to know why runners, me
included, keep getting injured.
It isn#t an simple answer, but
one thing continued to stand
out - technique, technique,
technique. Just about anyone
thinking of running goes out
and buys a pair of shoes and
off they go putting one foot in
front of the other (in some
cases quite literally which has
its own ramifications for injury).
However, if you wanted to learn
to play golf, you would seek the
help of a pro to teach you the
correct way to hold a club and
how to swing it. Or if you
wanted to learn to play the
piano, you would go to a
teacher so that you can instruct
your brain and muscles in the
right way to play the notes. In
other words, you would learn
the "technique#. But as runners,
we haven#t done that. We go
out, see what others are doing
and try to copy them; we try to
go faster and when we can#t we
blame it on our genes, and
when we get injured we don#t
investigate why.

So it isn#t surprising that so
many runners always have a
niggle or an injury. The bulk of
jobs these days require us to sit
in front of computer screens or
sit in cars for hours on end. All
this has done for the human
body is to make us look more
like a chair than a human.
Muscles to the front of the
body, namely the hip flexors
have become shorted, while
those to the rear, the glutes,
hams and core, have become
longer and weaker, while the
shoulders hunch forward. So
when we run, the limited range
of motion in these muscles and
their respective joints, the poor
posture, and the low level of
strength, contribute to the
current craze for a shuffle-like
gait with hips dropping, feet
splaying out like penguins and
arms crossing from side to
side. Then to add to the injury
risk, the lack of strength in the
core and pelvis (the keystone
of every runner#s body) is too
week to stabilise any of this
movement and so it becomes a
self fulfilling injury prophesy.

joints aren#t stiff and sore from
taking the battering of the
braking action.
I#m a convert to this newly
revived technique thing. So
much so that I am now a
qualified Running School
Coach. The improvements I#ve
seen in runner#s technique in
the few short months I#ve been
there are astounding. Anyone
from a recreational runner
wanting to improve times and
enjoyment, kids wanting to
participate in school athletics,
and elite and age-group
runners will benefit from this
program, whether it is a
complete overhaul or fine
tuning of technique. I can#t
believe what it did for me. Visit
www.runningschool.co.uk for
more information, testimonials
and videos. Or contact me if
you have any questions. You
won#t be disappointed.
Happy Running!

So where am I now with my
running? I finished my six
week program back in the
summer and now run
“unconsciously correct”; that is,
without thinking about it any
more. It takes about 10,000
reps of a movement to ingrain it
sufficiently into the muscle#s
memory. I knocked five
minutes off a 7k race time and
I#ve had no achilles tendonitis,
no calf pain and the issue with
the hip has been getting better
since the core strengthening
work began. Running feels
freer, lighter and is so much
more enjoyable because my
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Some more info on
technique....
The Art of Running
Workshops, Malcolm
Balk

The Alexander Technique
has been around for the
last 100 years and for
the past ten years
Malcolm Balk has been
helping runners from all
over the world discover
how the principles of the
Alexander Technique can
help them run like a
Kenyan...well almost !
His book, Master the Art
of Running, is described
by Amazon:
‘Whether you run a few
miles a week or are
training for a marathon,
learning to run properly
takes time and energy.
For many runners
physical and mental
barriers can stop
progress, as until you
have achieved a certain
level of competence it is
unlikely that you will
enjoy it very much, or for
very long. This book's
ultimate aim is to help

you enjoy to run - to
enjoy the feeling of
movement, to overcome
inertia, to renew yourself
and to boost energy as a
result - based on the
proven principles of the
Alexander Technique. The
technique encourages
good body use and
awareness, teaches you
how to release tension
from your back and neck
and instructs you to run
without suffering from
injuries. The authors'
perspective on the sport
takes you into areas
rarely touched on in
conventional manuals.
Instead of placing
importance on speed,
targets and goals it
emphasises the
importance of the way
you run so you can
transform your training
and performance.’
There are 2 workshops in
Bristol in May. Designed
to help runners learn to
focus and organize
awareness in ways which
encourage and promote
greater freedom, power
and efficiency.
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Details as follows: Price
approx £75, but check.
10th May (9.30am 1.00pm)

11th

May (2.00pm 5.30pm)
Organizer: Susie Baker
Email:
susannahbaker@btintern
et.com
Venue: TBA
Phone: 07919 33 33 88
Address:
Stoke Bishop

S

FACEBOOK

Helen wrote:

Awesome run from
Wellow this evening,
thanks Simon! Lots of
mud, a ford and a
neolithic long barrow!
Thanks too to the LA
crew for coming all
the way over to these
parts.

interested.http://
Mark Wilkins Meon Valley Plod www.wiltshirewildlife.org/
- 21 miles of flooded, swampy sarsen-trail/sarsenSouth Downs. Water thigh deep
in places with no guarantee of
what you are standing on. I
saw a girl trip, and with a faint
squeak, she completely
disappeared. I peeled her o!
the ground, and she flippin'
overtook me! I walked the last
4 miles - says it all. Huge
numbers of hypothermia
victims. Hence not being able
to walk this week - lack of race
readiness combined with
wrenching a muscle slipping
down a slope.

Jonathan Gledson
Like a normal Mountain
Marathon except that you are
allowed to enjoy the mid
camp. Instead of huddling in
your tiny tent, pointlessly
demonstrating how self
sufficient you are, you eat
drink and (if you like) dance
the Ceilidh in the shelter of a
Marquee.

Cindy Crossland

"Now reached 100 pairs of

Just signed up for the

entrants across all classes for

Saunders Lakeland MM with

this year's Highlander. It's

David (my hubby). Very

promises to be the biggest and

excited! Also about to sign up

best yet. With the LAMM taking

for the Neolithic half Marathon a sabatical this year, the
Highlander is your only chance
( Tilly Shaw did the

to compete in a Scottish
Marathon length last
Mountain Marathon in 2013, so
year). Should have a two
get entered peoples."
or more places in my car
for both events if anyones

January 31 at 7:10pm
The Burrington Inn,
Burrington Combe, North
Somerset BS40 7AT
Sam’s Birthday cake!
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Race Results for Tach Members
December 2012 - March 2013

Christmas Cracker, Weston 6.2m
9/12/12 1606 runners
Name

Time

Position

Ruth Ruck

0:52:03

437

Patrick Winstone

0:52:41

441

Sarah Vogan

1:01:41

1255

Wellington Monument Race, Taunton 6.2m

23/12/12

157 runners

Name

Time

Position

Roger Trubridge

0:42:01

34

Seven Sins, Forest of Dean 7m

30/12/12 340 runners

Name

Time

Position

Cathy Fagg

1:23:39

209

Rough ‘n’ Tumble Pewsey 6.2 miles

13/01/13 504 runners
Name

Time

Position

Jim Plunkett-Cole

1:18:23

25

Helen King

1:53:30

310
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Slaughterford 9 Corsham 9 miles
27/01/13

341 runners

Name

Time

Position

Patrick Winstone

1:30:14

192

Cathy Fagg

1:33:45

217

Sam Edwards

1:39:02

250

Jim Plunkett-Cole
ran unregistered

?

50 approx.

Moorland Multi Terrain 6.2 miles
3/2/13

134 runners

Name

Time

Position

Roger Trubridge

48:55

20

Alex Foster

50:48

25

Mark Vogan

51:11

27

Rachel Foyle

53:26

37

Liz Noakes

56:35

48

David Giles

56:58

49

Patrick Winstone

60:30

64

Emma Postlethwaite

61.02

66

Lucien Campbell-Kemp

62.36

70

Sam Edwards

63:14

74

John Smart

63:49

80
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Meon Valley Plod 21m

Clanfield, Hampshire

10/02/13 252 runners
Name

Time

Position

Mark Wilkins

3:46:25

92

Dursley Dozen 12m
10/02/13 441 runners
Name

Time

Position

Patrick Winstone

?

154

Neil Pace

?

273

BATH SKYLINE 6.2M (and a bit)

17/02/13 182 Runners
Name

Time

Position

Pete Brown

0:57:12

44 - 1st MV60+

Lucien Campbell-Kemp

1:09:27

109

Helen King

1:11:55

116

Ironwood Challenge 6.2m
24/2/13 87 runners
Name

Time

Position

Pete Brown

0:55:11

12

Cindy Crossland

0:55:13

13

Rachel Foyle

0:57:28

17

David Giles

1:00:10

30

Graham Bazley

1:00:41

33

Laura Heape

1:01:17

36

Patrick Winstone

1:01:47

40

Lucien Campbell-Kemp

1:01:51

41

David Crossland

1:10:13

61

Jayne King

1:21:46

84
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